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Three adaptive neural network control structures to regulate a biological wastewater treatment
process are introduced: indirect, inverse model, and direct adaptive neural control. The objec-
tive is to keep the concentration of the recycled biomass proportional to the influent flow rate in
the presence of periodically acting disturbances, process parameter variations, and measure-
ment noise. This is achieved by the so-called Jordan Canonical Recurrent Trainable Neural Net-
work, which is a completely parallel and parametric neural structure, permitting the use of the
obtained parameters, during the learning phase, directly for control system design. Comparative
simulation results confirmed the applicability of the proposed control schemes. © 2005 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Because of public health, economic, and social issues, the biological waste-
water treatment process is a subject area of world-wide interest. Therefore, in the
relevant literature, several control structures have been recently considered. In
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Ref. 1, a frequency domain H` controller is designed for the same class of acti-
vated sludge process. The robust controller performance is evaluated relative to
the observed behavior of a conventional PI controller.2 In terms of tracking ability,
both controllers perform well. However, the PI control action was seen not to be
physically feasible. A main obstacle toward practical implementation of the H`
robust control is the relatively high order of the final controller. This problem is
avoided in Ref. 3, where adaptive Lambda-tracking control is implemented for
activated sludge processes. The Lambda tracker is simple in its design, relies only
on structural properties of the process and weak feasibility conditions, and acts as
a proportional controller with adaptive error-dependent gain.4 The price being paid
is that no zero tracking error is guaranteed. The closed-loop system tolerates a
small prespecified tracking error. Therefore, in this article we investigate a new
estimation and control paradigm, namely different neural network (NN) control
structures, when applied to the same biological wastewater treatment process. The
intuition behind this is to benefit from the main network property to capture (and
generalize) the process behavior after a certain learning phase relying only on
input–output data and finally to overcome the problems experienced by alterna-
tive control structures.

The rapid growth of available computational resources led to the development
of a large number of neural network-based modeling, identification, prediction, and
control applications.4– 6 The ability of NNs to approximate complex nonlinear rela-
tionships without prior knowledge of the model structure makes them a very attrac-
tive alternative to classical modeling and control techniques.7–9 Though NN-based
techniques have been successfully applied in several engineering areas, a common
drawback is that the designed identification NN models are nonparametric, which
prevents them from using the obtained information directly for a state-space con-
trol system design.10–12 In a previous article, Baruch et al.13 applied the state-space
approach to design a recurrent NN (RNN) in an universal way, defining a Jordan
canonical two- or three-layer RNN model, called a Recurrent Trainable Neural Net-
work (RTNN). The NN model has a parametric structure that allows us to estimate
the system states and use them for state-space control.14 In this article this general
RTNN approach is implemented to a biological wastewater treatment process.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a mathematical
model of the wastewater treatment process that captures the characteristics of the
real process and formulate the control objectives. In Section 3 the architecture and
the learning mechanism of a discrete-time Jordan Canonical RTNN that is imple-
mented for process parameter and state estimation are discussed. The indirect,
inverse model, and direct adaptive RTNN control structures are introduced in Sec-
tions 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Finally, in Section 7 the practical relevance of the
proposed control schemes is illustrated by simulations and qualitatively compared.

2. PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND MODELING

Wastewater treatment is performed in an aeration tank, in which the con-
taminated water is mixed with biomass in suspension (activated sludge), and the
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biodegradation process is then triggered in the presence of oxygen. The tank is
equipped with a surface aeration turbine, which supplies oxygen to the biomass
and, additionally, changes its suspension into a homogeneous mass. After some
period, the biomass mixture and the remaining substrate go to a separating cham-
ber where the biologic flocks (biologic sludge) are separated from the treated
effluent. The treated effluent is then led to a host environment. The maintenance
of adequate concentration of active biomass in the aeration tank, which allows
the aerobic degradation of the incoming wastewater, is achieved by the recircu-
lation of the sludge accumulated in the decanter. The aim is good settling of the
biomass in the settler and high conversion of the entering organic material in the
bioreactor (Figure 1). The concentration of the biomass in the recycle stream
serves as an indicator of both the sludge activity and the sludge settling charac-
teristics, and is therefore considered as the controlled variable.

The main objective of the control system is to keep the recycle biomass con-
centration close to the reference signal, and this should be achieved in the presence
of disturbances and measurement noise acting on the recycle flow rate. The control
task is hampered by the strong nonlinearity of the process dynamics, the variations
in the reaction kinetics, and by unknown and possibly time-varying process param-
eters. These considerations are well known and valid for all biochemical processes,
but a typical peculiarity of the wastewater treatment system is the (proportional)
dependence of the recycle biomass concentration on the influent flow rate, acting
as measured disturbance. Because the influent flow rate has generally periodic
behavior, the goal is not to keep the recycle biomass concentration constant, but to
follow a desired time trajectory, a proportion of the influent flow rate.

A detailed picture of the biological wastewater treatment includes the follow-
ing phases: (i) biodegradation of organic matter, (ii) nitrification (if applicable),
(iii) dissolved oxygen utilization, (iv) sludge sedimentation. A detailed description
of all reactions arising in the bioreactor would lead to a high-order model.15 For
the control strategy developed in this work, a simplified reduced order model is
sufficient, as far as it preserves the structural properties of the process:

• Considering the availability of the appropriate kinetic model for waste degradation and
assuming that oxygen availability and transfer is not a limiting step, only the first (i) and
the last (iv) process phases are explicitly considered at the modeling stage.

• Taking into account the objectives underlying the control design, it is not relevant to
consider separately all different biomass and substrate concentrations in the recycle bio-
reactor. Consequently, the activated sludge process can be treated as a single-substrate,
single-biomass system.

Figure 1. Biological wastewater treatment with settler.
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• The complete continuous-flow model can be obtained combining both the kinetics of
the main process streams and the appropriate input–output transport terms. Hereafter,
the bioreactor is considered to be perfectly mixed so that the concentration of each com-
ponent is spatially homogeneous.

• A usual stage of simplification involves accepting quasi-steady-state assumptions applied
to substrates and products, which are characterized by fast dynamics.16

The notations used in this part are given in Table I.
The overall set of equations describing the process is established in the fol-

lowing subsections.

2.1. Mass Balance to the Bioreactor

X̂~t ! � �m~S!� Fin~t !� FR~t !

V
� cd ~t !�X~t !�

FR~t !

V
XR~t ! (1.1)

Ŝ~t ! � �
1

Y
m~S!X~t !�

Fin~t !

V
Sin �

Fin~t !� FR~t !

V
S~t ! (1.2)

The specific growth rate, m~{!, which is the key parameter for description of bio-
mass growth and substrate consumption of the reaction, is modeled by a Monod-
type equation:

m~S~t !! �
mm~t !S~t !

Km~t !� S~t !
(2)

where mm~{) is the maximum growth rate and Km~{) is the half-saturation constant
of biodegradable organic matter. It is the concentration of the substrate for the
specific growth rate equal of m�mm /2. Both parameters are subject to variations.

Table I. Notations.

cd Decay rate parameter
Fin~t ! Influent flow rate (l/h)
FR~t ! Recycle flow rate (l/h)
kref Reference proportionality factor
n~t ! Measurement noise
q~t ! Output–input ratio of the settler
Sin Influent substrate concentration (COD mg/l)
S~t ! Substrate concentration (COD mg/l)
Tm Sensor time constant
Y~t ! Yield coefficient
V Bioreactor volume (l)
X~t ! Biomass concentration (mg/l)
Xm Measured biomass concentration (mg/l)
XR~t ! Concentration of the biomass in the recycle stream (mg/l)
XRref Reference signal for XR (mg/l)
m~t ! Specific growth rate (l/h)
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2.2. Mass Balance to the Settler

It is supposed that none of the biomass is left in the effluent Fe of the settler
(see Figure 1), so that the whole biomass in the clarifier is settled. The concentra-
tion of the biomass in the recycle stream depends on the settler used. The dynam-
ics of the concentration of the biomass in the settler XR~t ! can be described by the
following mass balance equation:

X̂R~t ! � � Fin~t !� FR~t !

VS
�X~t !� � FW ~t !� FR~t !

VS
�XR~t ! (3)

where FW denotes the waste flow rate and Vs the volume of the settler.
Because the settler has first order dynamics, which are much faster than the

bioreactor dynamics, and because we assume that a constant ratio of output to
input solids concentration is maintained, we may approximate the settler behav-
ior by

XR~t ! � q~t !X~t ! (4)

where the parameter q~t ! is considered as a continuously differentiable and bounded
function with bounded inverse, bounded derivative and q~t !� 1 for all t � 0. The
biomass concentration in the settler is higher than the biomass concentration in the
reactor because it accumulates at the bottom of the vessel, and good settling is
only possible if the settler is designed such that XR~t ! � X~t !.

2.3. Process Measurements

It is assumed that measurements are available for the biomass concentration
in the recycle stream, either inferred from measurements of the concentration of
carbon dioxide and oxygen in the bioreactor or taken from on-line turbid metric
measurements. The sensor dynamics is modeled by:

Tm X̂m~t ! � �Xm~t !� XR~t !� n~t ! (5)

Additionally the sensor and plant dynamics is corrupted by some white Gaussian
noise n~t !. The specific model we consider for the simulations is obtained after
substitution of X~t ! from Equation 4 into Equation 1.1 and has the following form:

X̂R~t ! � � _q~t !
q~t !

� m~t, S~t !!�
Fin~t !

V
� cd �

q~t !� 1

V
�XR~t ! (6.1)

Ŝ~t ! � �
1

Y~t !
m~t, S~t !!

1

q~t !
XR~t !�

Fin~t !

V
Sin �

Fin~t !� FR~t !

V
S~t !

(6.2)

Tm X̂m~t ! � �Xm~t !� XR~t !� n~t ! (6.3)
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2.4. Time-Varying Control Reference

A basic assumption is that the process input has a diurnal periodicity. This
approach is well suited for plants dealing with domestic wastes whose inputs are
known to be consistently periodic. Therefore, the control objective is to ensure
that the biomass concentration in the recycle flow tracks asymptotically a time-
varying reference signal, which is proportional to the influent flow rate:

XRref ~t ! � kref Fin~t ! (7)

This reference signal is assumed to be measurable.

3. RTNN FOR PROCESS STATE ESTIMATION

In this section the process states ~XR~t !, S~t !, Xm~t !! are estimated applying a
discrete time model of a Jordan canonical RTNN. This network model, introduced
in Refs. 13, 14, and 17, has a state-space parametric structure, which permits us to
use the estimated states directly for (state-space) control design.14,17–19

The general RTNN two-layer architecture has the following mathematical
description:

X~k � 1! � AX~k!� BU~k! (8)

Z~k! � w~X~k!! (9)

y~k! � w~CZ~k!! (10)

A � block-diag~Ai !; 6Ai 6 � 1 (11)

where X~{) is an n-state vector, U~{) is an m-input vector, y~k! is an l-output vec-
tor, and Z~{) is an auxiliar vector variable with dimension n. Equations 8 and 9
define the hidden layer of the RTNN, and by Equation 10 the feedforward output
layer is represented. The matrix A is the feedback weight matrix of the hidden
layer, which has an ~n � n! block-diagonal structure with (1 � 1) blocks; the
matrices B and C are ~n � m! and ~l � n! weight input and output matrices,
respectively, with structure, corresponding to the structure of A. The inequality 11
is the additional model stability condition imposed on the elements of A, which is
in fact stability constrains on discrete-time system eigenvalues. The function w({)
is a vector-valued activation function with hyperbolic tangent elements, given by

w@Z# � tanh~Z!�
1 � e�2~Z!

1 � e�2~Z! (12)

The main advantage of the proposed two-layer Jordan canonical RTNN archi-
tecture is that it is a universal hybrid neural model that contains one feedforward
output layer and one recurrent hidden layer with completely decomposed dynam-
ics, as the matrix A is block-diagonal. Hence, it has a minimum number of param-
eters and is a completely parallel structure as the Jordan canonical form is parallel
with respect to a regressive sequential model. The RTNN architecture is described
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in a state-space form (SISO or MIMO) and serves as a one-step-ahead state
predictor/estimator; therefore it is suitable for identification and control purposes.

The tuning of the network weights is based on the dynamic Back Propagation
(BP) algorithm for RTNN, which is derived using the sensitivity model.20 The
most general BP updating rule is described by

Wij ~k � 1! � Wij ~k!� hDWij ~k!� aDWij ~k � 1! (13)

where Wij is the ~i, j !th element of each weight matrix A, B, C of the RTNN
model; DWij is the ~i, j !th weight correction of Wij , and it corresponds to an ele-
ment in DCij , DAij , or DBij ; h is the learning rate parameters (0 � h� 1); and k is
the iteration number. The last term in Equation 13, also denoted as the momentum
term, is added to prevent big oscillations in the error during the learning. Thus, a
is the momentum term learning rate parameter (0 � a � 1). Practical consider-
ations for the choice of h and a are the expressions h� ab and a� a~1 � b! for
a, b � (0,1), which establish an inverse relation between the two learning rate
parameters. The weight matrix updates DCij , DAij , and DBij are given by

DCij ~k! � @ yj ~k!� Iyj ~k!#w '~ yj ~k!!Z~k! (14)

R � Ci ~k!@ yj ~k!� Iyj ~k!#w '~Zi ~k!! (15)

DAij ~k! � Rxi ~k � 1! (16)

DBij ~k! � Rui ~k! (17)

where yj is the j th element of the target vector (the actual process output) and Iyj is
a j th element of the RTNN output. Note that the elements of Aij are restricted, as is
indicated in inequality 11, in order to ensure the RTNN stability during the learn-
ing, taking into account that w '~ y~k!! � 1 � y2~k! for the hyperbolic tangent
activation function. The stability, controllability, and observability of the RTNN
and the BP of its learning are proved in Ref. 17. Using this algorithm, the training
of the neuro-identifier (see Figure 2) is accomplished via an on-line learning scheme
in order to minimize the norm of the instantaneous identification error. The iden-
tification error eident and the performance index Eident to be minimized are

eident ~k! � yp~k!� Iyn~k! (18)

Eident ~k! �
1

2
eident

2 ~k! (19)

The obtained RTNN model has inherent robustness properties mainly due to the
BP learning method adopted and guaranteed stability because the stability condi-
tion is checked at each step of the network learning process. When the conver-
gence is reached and the identification error decreased to small values, it is admitted
that the RTNN model could substitute the plant model and it could be used for
neural control system design.
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4. INDIRECT ADAPTIVE NEURAL CONTROL

In this section the indirect adaptive neural control14 is discussed when the
objective is for the output to follow a time-varying reference. The tracking control
problem is to design a controller that asymptotically reduces the error between the
process output and the reference signal.

As the hyperbolic tangent activation function is odd, smooth, and bounded
(see Equation 12), the RTNN model8–11 is linear in small deviations and nonlinear
in large ones from the equilibrium point zero.13,14 Hence, this model can be linear-
ized as:

X~k � 1! � AX~k!� BU~k! (20)

Y~k! � CX~K ! (21)

The model 20, 21 gives a locally stable controllable linear state-space model of
the process, which is improved iteratively during the network learning stage. The
linearized RTNN is given in state-space Jordan canonical form; therefore, it is a
parametric one. The optimized parameters A, B, C, obtained during the learning
phase, are implemented in the indirect adaptive tracking control system design.
Once the output model 21 is rewritten for the ~k � 1)th step and the state variable
X~k � 1) is substituted by model 20, it yields

Y~k � 1! � CX~k � 1! (22)

Y~k � 1! � CAX~k!� CBU~k! (23)

Let the reference setpoint signal be denoted by r~k! , then according to the
design method in Ref. 14, the control law is defined as:

U~k! � ~CB!�1$�CAX~k!� r~k � 1!� g@r~k!� yp~k!#% (24)

where A, B, C, and X~k! are generated from the RTNN during the learning stage.
The matrix product ~CB! is supposed to be nonsingular due to the controllability

Figure 2. Block diagram of the real-time process identification by RTNN.
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and the observability of the RTNN model.17 The substitution of 24 in 23 gives the
following difference equation for the system error:

E~k � 1!� gE~k! � 0 (25)

Hence, the stability of the Equation 25 depends on the value of the control gain
parameter g. The absolute value of this parameter has to be less than 1. The block
diagram of the indirect adaptive control system is depicted in Figure 3.

The control structure contains one identification and state estimation RTNN,
which generates the system parameters and states necessary for the controller to
compute the adequate control in real time (for more details, see Ref. 14). In fact
once the process states are reliably provided by the network model, the next step is
to implement the classical full state feedback control, details for which can be
found elsewhere. In Section 7 this control scheme is tested with the wastewater
treatment case study.4

5. INVERSE PLANT MODEL ADAPTIVE NEURAL CONTROL

The inverse plant model is used as a dynamic system compensator to obtain a
unity transfer function of the closed-loop system.18 Thus, the system is able to
follow the reference signal. The block diagram of this adaptive neural control is
depicted in Figure 4. It contains one inverse plant model feedforward controller
RTNN, which is trained by the error between the reference signal and the output of

Figure 3. Block diagram of the indirect adaptive RTNN control system.

Figure 4. Block diagram of the inverse plant model adaptive RTNN control system.
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the plant. So the control system could ensure the reference signal tracking, and the
control signal is given by the following equation:

U~k! � N~r~k!! (26)

where N~r~k!), depending on the reference signal, is the inverse model feedfor-
ward control, generated by the RTNN.

6. DIRECT ADAPTIVE NEURAL CONTROL

In this section a direct adaptive neural control structure14,19 is presented. The
block diagram is shown in Figure 5.

Note that it is the most complex control scheme, which contains tree net-
works. The RTNN-1 is the plant model identificator and state estimator, which
generates the state vector supplied as an input to the second network. The RTNN-2
is a feedback stabilizing system controller. The RTNN-3 is an inverse system neu-
ral model (a feedforward precompensator) that ensures the ability of the system
output to track the time-varying reference trajectory. The identificator RTNN-1 is
trained by the error between the plant output and the computed RTNN-1 output.
The two control networks are trained by the control error between the reference
signal and the plant output. The control law is defined as:

U~k! � �N1~X~k!!� N2~r~k!!� Uff ~k!� Ufb~k! (27)

where N1~X~k!), depending on the system states, is the feedback control Ufb~k!
generated by RTNN-2; N2~r~k!), depending on the reference signal, is the feedfor-
ward control Uff ~k! generated by RTNN-3.

These control schemes have already been successfully applied for kinematics
engineering problem,14 for DC motor control,17 for fed-batch fermentation pro-
cesses,18,19 and they are also positively experimentally used for the activated sludge
process in the next section.

Figure 5. Block diagram of the direct adaptive RTNN control system.
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7. SIMULATION RESULTS

The specific model considered for process simulation is the system of nonlin-
ear algebraic differential equations 2 and 6 with constant parameters:

V � 1.5{107 ~ l), Sin � 300 (mgCOD/l), Tm � 1/12 (h) (28)

The model uncertainties are taken into account by introducing time-varying
parameters as:

mm~t ! � 0.2 � 0.1 sin~2pt/3 � 4p/3! (29)

Km~t ! � 90 � 30 sin~pt/2! (30)

Y~t ! � 0.6 � 0.1 sin~pt/3 �p/3! (31)

q~t ! � 4 � sin~pt/6! (32)

cd ~t ! � 10�4~25 � 5 sin~pt/12!! (33)

The control objective is to track the reference signal, given by Equation 7, where
the parameters are as follows:

kref � 3.8{10�3 ~mgh/l2 ) (34)

Fin~t ! � 3{106 ~1 � 0.25 sinpt/12! (35)

The above data coincide with the typical range for domestic wastewater and are
chosen identical to those in Ref. 2. We keep these data for all of the following
simulations, and the initial conditions are always set to:

S~0! � 8 ~mgCOD/l), XR~0!� 11.4{103 ~mg/l), Xm~0!� 0 ~mg/l)

(36)

To overcome saturation of the RTNNs, the output and the input of the plant are
transformed by the following scale factors:

yp � ~Xm � 11400!/5700 (37)

FR � @~ @~U * 7.5 � 105 !� 3 � 106 #FConv !� Xm #Kstab (38)

where the scaling parameters are given by:

Kstab � 3{10�3, Fconv � 0.0038 (39)

The variable U is the bioreactor input control signal, issued by one of the proposed
control algorithms; FR is the plant control input variable, specified in Table I and
defined above; yp is the scaled output of the bioreactor; and Xm is the controlled
plant measured output variable, specified in Table I and defined above. This scale
factor coincides with the typical range of the domestic wastewater and the range
of the reference signal. Also, to preserve the stability of the plant, the measured
plant output is feedbacked to the plant input by a small gain. The substitution of 34
and 35 in Equation 7 and the application of the transformation on it give the fol-
lowing expression for the scaled reference signal:
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r~k! � 0.5 sin�pk

12 � (40)

The inverse transformation of Equation 37 is given by:

Xm � 5700yp � 11400 (41)

The substitution of Equations 39 and 41 in 38 finally yield:

FR � ~0.5U � yp !1.71{108 (42)

This equation expresses the plant input variable FR as a function of the con-
trol variable U, issued by whichever of the above described tree schemes of neural
control and the small gain stabilization feedback, with respect to the scaled plant
output variable yp . Equation 42 coincides also with the range of the reference sig-
nal. The simulation is done using the following plant equations: the process plant
equations 6.1– 6.3; the Monod-type equation 2; the time-variable plant parameters
29–33; the plant output scaling equation 37; the scaled reference signal equation
40; the scaled plant input equation 42, and each of the three control scheme equa-
tions 24, 26, and 27, respectively. In all simulations, the severe realistic conditions
such as measurement noise are taken into account by generating a stochastic sig-
nal added to the process output with variance 1200, which is commonly used to
simulate noisy measurement. The variance chosen corresponds to 6% noise on the
data. The process is simulated over a period of 48 h, which gives an idea about its
periodic behavior (a typical period is about 24 h) and the discretization step is set
at T0 � 0.01 h. For sake of comparison the RTNN estimation and control structures
are designed with the same learning parameters, which, after a number of trials,
were fixed at a � 0.01, h � 0.95. The activation functions of the hidden and
output network layers are hyperbolic tangent (Equation 12).

7.1. RTNN Process State Estimation

In Figure 6 are depicted the results of the RTNN process state estimation. The
network topology is (1, 3, 1); that is, it has one hidden layer with three neurones.
RTNN is provided on-line by the measured process input, which serves as the
network input, and the measured process output, which serves as the network tar-
get. The network learns adaptively the process dynamics, and after approximately
2.5 h, the mean squared error (MSE) becomes less than 1%. Note that the estima-
tion converges fast in case of noisy measurements.

7.2. Indirect Adaptive RTNN Control

The results, obtained from the indirect adaptive neural control scheme, are
given in Figure 7. The identification RTNN has a topology (1, 3, 1) and the control
parameter is set to g � 0.1. The results show a good convergence of the system
output to the desired trajectory after approximately 2.1 h. The graphics of the learned
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Figure 6. Graphical results for systems identification: (a) Comparison between the plant and
RTNN outputs; (b) Instantaneous error of plant identification; (c) MSE of plant identification.
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matrix parameters A, B, and C are omitted here because they are constant due to
the small MSE (in percent), which is below 2%.

7.3. Inverse Model Adaptive RTNN Control

The results, obtained from the inverse model adaptive neural control scheme,
are given in Figure 8. The topology of the identification RTNN is (1, 3, 3, 1) and
the control RTNN has a topology (1, 3, 3, 1). Note that both networks contain two
hidden layers (one recurrent and one feedforward) and one feedforward output
layer. The results show a good convergence of the system output to the desired
trajectory after approximately 2 h with the MSE of tracking less than 2%.

Figures 7a and 7b. Graphical results for indirect adaptive RTNN control: (a) Comparison
between the plant output and the reference signal; (b) Instantaneous error of control.
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7.4. Direct Adaptive RTNN Control

The results obtained by the direct adaptive neural control scheme are depicted
in Figure 9. The identification RTNN has a topology (1, 6, 1) and the two control
RTNNs have topologies (6, 6, 1) and (1, 6, 1), respectively. The results show a
good convergence of the system output to the desired trajectory after approxi-
mately 3.2 h and the MSE is also below 2%.

7.5. Adaptive l-Tracking Control

For sake of comparison, in Figure 10a, b are given simulation results with the
adaptive l-tracking control.4 The MSE obtained is below 2%.

Figures 7c and 7d. Graphical results for indirect adaptive RTNN control: (c) MSE of control;
(d) States X of the RTNN, obtained from the identification.
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Figure 8. Graphical results for inverse plant model RTNN control: (a) Comparison between
the plant output and the reference signal; (b) Instantaneous error of control; (c) MSE of control.
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A comparison between the four control schemes is done using the MSE val-
ues at the end of each simulation, which are summarized in Table II.

So, the adaptive neural control systems have more precision with respect to
the adaptive l-tracking control, but this is paid for with a more complex control
scheme. The comparison between the adaptive neural control schemes gives some
priority to the indirect adaptive RTNN control, although the inverse model adap-
tive RTNN control performs better, particularly during the initial transient period.
It exhibits a lower degree of overshoot than the indirect adaptive scheme. As for
the direct adaptive RTNN control, it is subject to a considerably vivid initial
transient period. This behavior is due to the noisy process output, which is directly
involved in computing the network training error signal ~ec~k! � yp~k! �

Figures 9a and 9b. Graphical results for direct adaptive RTNN control: (a) Comparison
between the plant output and the reference signal; (b) Instantaneous error of control.
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r~k!!. A possible way to overcome this problem would be to increase the con-
troller gain, but in this case the physical actuator constraints might become active.
So there is a trade-off between good tracking performance and control input
limitations.

In fact, apart from the final MSE, the inverse model adaptive RTNN control
demonstrates the best dynamical performance for the process considered, which is
due to the way the controller network is trained ~ec~k! � yRTNN1~k! � r~k!!.
Assuming the identification network reliably estimates the process states, it also
filters the high-frequency measurement noise, and the overall control scheme
becomes sufficiently robust against process noise and perturbations.

Figures 9c and 9d. Graphical results for direct adaptive RTNN control: (c) MSE of control;
(d) States X of the RTNN-1, obtained from the identification.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we report the application of three recurrent trainable neural
network models for real-time identification and state feedback /feedforward con-
trol of biological wastewater treatment: an indirect, an inverse model, and a direct

Figure 10. Graphical results for the adaptive l-tracking control: (a) Comparison between the
plant output and the reference signal; (b) MSE of control.

Table II. Mean squared error (MSE) at the end of each run.

Control structure
MSE
(%)

Indirect adaptive RTNN control 1.2
Inverse plant model adaptive neural control 1.4
Direct adaptive neural control 2
Adaptive l-tracking control 2.4
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adaptive neural control. The proposed RTNN models have a Jordan canonical struc-
ture, which permits us to use the generated vector of estimated states directly for
process control. A back-propagation through time learning algorithm is imple-
mented for RTNN training. The experimental results confirm the applicability of
the described identification and control methodology in practice. The neural con-
trollers are able to force the system in tracking a time-varying process-dependent
reference signal for the concentration of biomass in the recycle stream. They per-
form well under restrictive conditions of periodically acting disturbances, param-
eter uncertainties, and inevitable sensor dynamics.

The adaptive neural control has the following advantages with respect to exist-
ing classical control solutions: (i) It is based on more complete process informa-
tion, obtained from the identification and state estimation neural network, therefore,
it is expected to give more precise and tolerant tracking; (ii) the application of
RTNN control does not require a linearization of the plant model, it exploits directly
the nonlinear process dynamics; (iii) the output of the RTNN process model can
substitute direct measurements of the plant output, which are often very expensive
or even not possible.

The comparison between the results obtained with the adaptive neural control
and the method of l-tacking shows that the neural control gives better results. A
comparative study among the three neural control structures led to the conclusion
that the indirect and the inverse model adaptive RTNN schemes give qualitatively
similar results. Nevertheless, the latter structure is more favorable with respect to
rejecting sensor noise and output oscillations due to unknown perturbations.
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